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Spencer Frazer
SOG President & Chief Designer

“I’d like to thank all of our customers through out 
the world who continue to support SOG products 
every day.  I never would have envisioned that from 
our humble beginnings in 1986... how influential our 
designs have become.  I am very excited this year to 
offer an incredible lineup of industry ‘firsts’.  As always, 
innovative solutions at affordable prices will continue 
to be our mission.”

SOG’s manufacturing plant in 
Lynnwood, Washington.

Our split bullet logo symbolizes our determination 
to produce quality products that stand up to 

extreme conditions.  It requires vision and tenacity 
to dream beyond the expected in order to create the 

exceptional.  It takes a team that is dedicated  and 
disciplined to hold exacting tolerances that can make 

the difference between magic and mediocrity... and all 
of this at affordable prices!  Actually SOG products are 

so good... you’d expect to pay more.

This high-speed composite photograph was taken at a millionth of a second and captures 
a .45 caliber bullet after being fired from point blank range.  The blade shows up white 
where lead has been deposited after 17 shots.  This is a testament to the durability of SOG 

edges.  Nobody should ever try to split a bullet with a knife edge, but isn’t it nice to know 
that you could!
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Why SOG ? 
Since 1986, we’ve been creating the strongest  
multi-tools on the market and the knives that make 
your buddies drool. We don’t settle for the ordinary. 
We never did, and we never will.



SOG owners don’t just love their SOGs, they depend 
on them every day for the expected and the unexpected. 
SOG makes the only multi-tools in the world with one-handed 
flip opening and gear-driven Compound Leverage™ for double the 
plier power. From our miniatures to our industrial models, SOG has a multi-
tool for every vocation.

You want cool? Okay, how about award–winning 
folding knives that combine experimental design with 
precision engineering? SOG takes risks to bring 
you technological advancements such as the 
Arc-Lock™ advanced blade lock mechanism, 
and a whole new speed in lightning-quick 
blade access with patented SOG Assisted 
Technology (S.A.T.™).

SOG is the world’s leader of specialized fixed blade knives. All of SOG’s fixed 
blades offer superior sharpness, styling, feel and balance. This is why the US 
Navy SEALs and other elite forces choose to carry SOG fixed blades on fronts 
around the world. We also realize that you require knives to fit your everyday 
use. That’s why we continue to develop new products and configurations to 
keep you prepared for anything.

SEAL Pup Elite

SOG Trident 

PowerAssist
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Gary Drake, Defensive Tactics Trainer

Reggie Barker, Sharpest man in the World

Captain Dale Dye, U.S. Marine Corps Ret.

Gary Drake is one of the nation’s most active 
defensive tactics and firearms instructors. He is a 
former U.S. MARINE with over 30 years of Martial 
Arts experience. “Drake” carries 16 years in law 
enforcement, including SWAT, Tactical Tracking, 
and High Security Transport/Court Detail while 
in Corrections. Drake worked as the Defensive 
Tactics Coordinator for a state Police Academy and 
continuously trains and instructs defensive tactics, 
fellow instructors, SWAT, ERT, and SERT teams 
across the country.  In addition, Drake earned the 
position as a lead instructor for ARRESTLING.  He 
currently works as a military contractor, as well as, 
a reserve police officer.

“I discovered SOG knives during my career in 
the Marine Corps. After continuous need and 
practical use of the Para Tool in an extreme 
situation, I was thoroughly convinced that 
SOG would stand up to any situation. Every 
SOG product I have ever owned has outlasted 
and outperformed all other edged weapons or 
tools I have tried. Now, in my current job, and 
as law enforcement officer, my colleagues’ 
continuously reaffirm SOG as an elite choice.  
Whether it‘s in the field, on the street or even 
at play, SOG weapons stand out and hold up 
to any occasion.  SOG helps create the tools 
we want and need.”

Reggie Barker is the most successful Competitive Cutter in the 
world.  2006 ICCT Champion, 2 time ABS World Champion for 
2004 and 2005 and also 4 consecutive times as Sharpest Man in 
Texas. He holds 13 first place cutting competition awards.  Reggie 
is a full time bladesmith holding a Journeyman Bladesmith rating 
with the ABS and is a Certified Instructor with the ICCT.

“I like SOG knives because they come out of the box sharp, they 
are well made, and tough. If you want performance, reliability, 
affordable quality and state of the art design, then SOG knives 
should be your choice!”  

“I carried the SOG PowerLock into the 
Australian bush with me while training troops 
for The Great Raid, and it proved to be the 
only tool I needed for bush-craft, equipment 
and weapons repair. When we got to shooting, 
I wasn’t surprised to notice quite a number 
of the working Australian movie crew also 
carried SOG multi-tools. This is the best of 
a long line.

I’ve used SOG knives and tools for years... and 
I’d expect few people give them the workout 
I do in field work for movies and TV. My field 
gear always includes a few SOG blades and 
they’ve never failed me. The range, quality 
and design are all top-notch. I especially 
appreciate the thought and practical user 
aspects that go into SOG knives. They fit the 
hand and fill the bill.”  

Captain Dale Dye is not only a highly-decorated 
soldier, technician and military historian with 
combat experience around the world, he provides 
technical advice to the entertainment industry 
worldwide.

Dale Dye has set up boot camps for some of 
Hollywood’s biggest stars. His expertise can be 
seen in such great motion pictures as Platoon, 
Saving Private Ryan, Born on the 4th of July, and 
The Great Raid.

His unique approach to film-making provides 
a special touch of veracity, flair and color to all 
productions including themes involving espionage 
& counter-espionage, terrorist & counter-terrorist 
operations and military special operations involving 
all historical periods and branches of foreign and 
domestic military services.
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SOG Assisted Technology (S.A.T.TM)
The magic of S.A.T. is accomplished with a simple and patented 
principle.  There is a constant force to open a blade and a variable 
force that wants to close the blade.  As one opens the blade the 
force to propel the knife open becomes greater than the closing force and the blade will open on its own.  “The 
beauty of this is that we have come up with several mechanisms to accomplish this,” says Spencer. The Flash 
and SOG Trident knives use a piston lock, the Blink uses a lockback, and the Twitch knives use a lockback 
with a pass-through lockbar.  These are just a few of the mechanisms that we are working on that are covered 
under multiple patents.  Most of the opening springs we are using are high-tension coil springs.  These springs 
work through the entire range of opening (180 degrees) insuring reliability and long life.  S.A.T. allows us to 
use locking mechanisms that are stronger and more reliable than the conventional liner locks and that are 
easier and safer to use.  This is definitely one of the pluses of S.A.T., since a knife is only as good as its lock.  
Also, our locks are much easier to access ambidextrously (we haven’t forgotten about you lefties!).

The Arc-LockTM

The simple designs are sometimes the hardest to figure out, but this is a great one. The Arc-Lock consists 
of a lock block that rotates, using an omega spring.  It’s this simple rotation that provides tremendous 
locking strength, sufficient closing force to keep the blade in the handle, as well as give the blade a little 
opening boost.  This minimum amount of moving parts provides reliability and long cycle life.

SOG HardCased Titanium Nitride (TiNi) Finish
Titanium Nitride coatings are some of the toughest coatings that can be applied to steel.  They exhibit 
extreme hardness, are exceptionally scratch and peel resistant, and help increase longevity.  This coating is 
applied using a unique process of plasma deposition that occurs in a complete vacuum.

Cryogenic Heat Treatment
Look for the new Cryogenic Heat Treated logo on selected SOG Knives that have undergone this 
state of the art process.  For more information our Cryogenic Heat Treatment see page 14.  

Groove Sheath
Over years of experience in the military, an active duty Navy SEAL witnessed a recurring theme: open blades 

are useful and necessary but dangerous to equipment and personnel. His own personal experience with this 
problem occurred while training off the California coast where he was deploying inflatable boats out of 

fixed wing aircraft. Being new and the first one to the boat after it landed in the water, he began cutting 
away the rigging that attached the parachute to the boat with his knife. He punctured the back of the 

boat and put his squad at a great disadvantage for the rest of the night.

That experience, coupled with countless stories of injuries to people and equipment, led to his 
patent pending “GROOOOVE!”. He spent months drafting and testing prototypes. This new 
innovation allows rope/line to be cut without unsheathing the knife.

Tactical Nylon Sheath
Try on these new military carry sheaths that are standard issue with many of our products.  Input from our tactical 
advisors indicated that military departments are changing their uniforms and requirements for attaching hardware.  We 
took this information and designed something new in knife carry, the Tactical Nylon sheath.  Our secondary pouch on 
the front allows you to complete your gear with a SOG multi-tool or folder.  The modular mounting system on the back 
is the most versatile possible; military belts, MOLLE type applications, belts, vests, etc. are all easily mounted to quickly 
and securely.

www.sogknives.com | 888-405-6433 �
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The patent pending V-Cutter in SOG tools opens up 
possibilities.   Whether cutting seat belt, paracord, 
fishing line, zipping electrical cable sheathing, 
opening packages or stripping wire, the V-Cutter 
performs at a higher level, guaranteed!

As one of the original multi-tool manufacturers, we have 
learned quite a bit over the years.  Like how to make 
the toughest tools with patented gear driven compound 
leverage mechanisms.  You have let us know, that quick 
access is a must.  Just flip our tools out with one hand 
and see for yourself how well we listened.  Versatility 
in the field is a necessity and hex bolt construction 
provides access.  There is also a myriad of features that 
you might not readily see, like our saws cut faster and 
our files shave better.  And while you are at it check out 
one of the best scissors in the business.  Does all this 
make sense?  You bet, which is why leading military 
forces choose SOG!

PowerLock®

Try out our new patent 
pending Piano-Locks™ that 
perform better.  You’re going 
to love playing these keys!

Gear Covers provide a new 
sense of hand comfort, 
especially when using the 
screwdriver components. 

PowerLock
Closed:	 4.6”
Open:	 7”
Weight:	 9.6	oz.
Comes	with:	 Leather	pouch
Option:	 Nylon	pouch

Components:	 pliers/gripper,	 hard	 wire	 cutter,	 crimper,	
double	 toothed	 wood	 saw,	 1/2	 serrated	 blade,	 3-sided	
file,	 large	 screwdriver,	 Phillips	 screwdriver,	 1/4”	 drive,	
awl,	can	opener/small	screwdriver,	bottle	opener/medium	
screwdriver,	scissors,	rulers,	and	lanyard	ring.		New	EOD	
version	available	with	fuse	well	spike.

Versions:
S60 Standard
B60 Black oxide
S61 EOD standard
B61 EOD black oxide 
S62 Standard w/V-Cutter
B62 Black oxide w/V-Cutter
S63 EOD standard w/V-Cutter
B63 EOD black oxide w/V-Cutter
S69 EOD 2.0 w/Fuse well spike
B69 EOD 2.0 black oxide w/Fuse well spike

www.sogknives.com | 888-405-6433�

Compound Leverage™

Compound Leverage has become a SOG patented trademark for folding tools. 
With the same hand pressure you will generate twice the wire cutting and 

gripping power than all other conventional designs. Don’t believe us? Use the 
wire cutter on one of our Compound Leverage multi-tools to cut some hard wire 

and feel the smooth power. Then do the same with someone else’s multi-tool... 
    ...and try not to bust your hand.



One-handed flip open 
available on PowerLock 
and PowerPlier series

PowerAssist™

SOG makes the only multi-tools in the world with one-
handed flip opening and gear driven patented Compound 
Leverage for double the plier power… the new PowerAssist 
takes these principles to a new level.  This is the first multi-
tool in the world that houses not just one but two assisted 
opening blades.  Start to open the main blades, which are 
available when the tool is closed, and S.A.T. (SOG Assisted 
Technology) takes over to complete the opening.  When not 
in use, blades lock closed using our patent pending side 
release.  It’s never been easier!   Flip open the tool and 
experience the precision of the heavy-duty plier capability 
and large wire cutters.  Smooth handle surfaces promote 
comfort on even the toughest jobs.  While open, five other 
components are now available and individually lock open 
with the new patent pending Piano-Locks.  You’re going to 
love playing these keys!  Also includes the new gear covers, 
hex bolt construction, V-Cutter, and built-in crimpers.  
 
When it comes to tough... look to SOG!

Versions:
S66 Standard
B66 Black Oxide
S67 EOD Standard
B67 EOD Black Oxide

PowerAssist
Open:	 7.125”
Closed:	 4.675”
Blade:	 2.75”	x	.120”
Steel:		 Stainless
Finish:	 Satin	or	Black	Oxide
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 9.3	oz.
Handle:	 Stainless	Steel
Comes	with:	 Leather	Pouch

SOG’s PowerLock, PowerAssist, PowerCut, EOD tools and Paratool also come in a 
black oxide coating for low reflectivity. We know that not everyone wants their SOG 
to attract attention while on duty... especially when it’s on the field of battle.

The PowerAssist is the first 
multipurpose tool with assisted 
opening blades.  Feel the magic of 
SAT, now in a tool.
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With Compound Leverage the same 
hand pressure you will generate twice 
the wire cutting and gripping power 
than all other conventional designs. 
Don’t believe us? Use the wire cutter on 
one of our Compound Leverage multi-
tools to cut some hard wire and feel the 
smooth power.

PowerCut
A completely new approach on multi-tools for the industrial trade or 
do-it-yourselfer, the PowerCut™ features a cutting plier for easy work in 
confined spaces.   Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close 
cutting of wire… and we do it with compound leverage!  Three wire 
strippers (10,12,14 gauge) are provided in the jaws.  A stout compound 
leverage plier/crimper is located between the handles as well.  Also 
built into the PowerCut is the new multi-size wire stripper component, 
for stripping smaller sized wire.  The job site will never be the same 
again!

PowerCut • S�8
Closed:	 4.6”
Open:	 7”
Weight:	 9.6	oz.
Comes	with:	 Leather	pouch
Option:	 Nylon	pouch

Components:	10,12,14	gauge	wire	stripper,	pliers/gripper,	
hard	wire	 cutter,	 double	 toothed	wood	saw,	1/2	 serrated	
blade,	 large	 screwdriver,	 Phillips	 screwdriver,	 1/4”	 drive,	
awl,	can	opener/small	screwdriver,	bottle	opener/medium	
screwdriver,	 V-Cutter,	 small	 wire	 stripper,	 rulers,	 and	
lanyard	ring.

Versions:
S68 Standard
B68 Black oxide

New multi-size wire stripper component for SOG 
multipurpose tools, strips 24 - 12 AWG wire. 

Pocket PowerPlier • S��
Closed:	 4”
Open:	 6”
Weight:	 5.5	oz.
Comes	with:	 Leather	pouch
Option:	 Nylon	pouch

Components:	 pliers/gripper,	 wire	 cutter,	 1/2	
serrated	 blade,	 3-sided	 file,	 Phillips	 screwdriver,	
awl,	can	opener/small	screwdriver,	bottle	opener/
med.	screwdriver,	rulers,	and	lanyard	ring.

Versions:
S44 Standard (shown)
S45 Deluxe - add 1/4” 
 drive and substitute 
 large screwdriver
 for awl

Pocket PowerPlier™ 
Our quick deployment P3 is lighter, sleeker, and just as 
durable as our larger tools. Who says that great things don’t 
come in smaller packages?  We managed to downsize 
the same power and durability while maintaining the key 
features of compound leverage, one hand flip opening, 
and hex bolt construction.  It’s a smart choice for those 
on the go.
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One-handed flip open available on 
PowerLock, PowerAssist, PowerCut 

and PowerPlier models

SOG’s EOD multipurpose tools feature the only 
Compound Leverage blasting cap crimper, making 
crimping so much easier. Unlike all other designs, 
the crimper jaws are mounted on the opposite 
side of the plier head, inside the handles, allowing 
for an uninterrupted plier jaw and minimizing 
crimper/plier breakage. 

Leather carry  
pouch standard for PowerLock, 

PowerAssist, PowerCut  and Pocket 
PowerPlier. Nylon pouch optional

EOD PowerLock™ �.0 
Now included with the EOD 2.0 and PowerAssist 
EOD is the new an explosive well spike that 
doubles as a glass breaker, industrial scribe, 
marlin spike or center punch.

EOD PowerLock �.0
Closed:	 4.6”
Open:	 7”
Weight:	 9.6	oz.
Comes	with:	 Leather	pouch
Option:	 Nylon	pouch

Components:	 pliers/gripper,	 hard	 wire	 cutter,	 crimper,	
1/2	serrated	blade,	3-sided	file,	large	screwdriver,	Phillips	
screwdriver,	 awl,	 can	 opener/small	 screwdriver,	 bottle	
opener/medium	screwdriver,	rulers,	lanyard	ring,	and	new	
C-4	spike.

Versions:
S69 EOD 2.0 w/C-4 spike
B69 EOD 2.0 black oxide w/C-4 spike
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CrossCut • CC�0
Closed:	 2.5”
Open:	 4”
Weight:	 1.7	oz.
Comes	with:	 Vinyl	pouch

Components:	 1.3”	 cutting	 scissors,	
straight	blade,	nail	 file,	med.	screwdriver,	
bottle	opener/	sm.	screwdriver,	 tweezers,	
toothpick,	ruler,	and	lanyard	ring

CrossGrip • CG��
Closed:	 2.5”
Open:	 3.6”
Weight:	 1.9	oz.
Comes	with:	 Vinyl	pouch

Components:	 pliers/gripper/wire	 cutter,	
straight	blade,	nail	file,	med.	screwdriver,	
2-sided	 Phillips	 screwdriver,	 bottle	
opener/sm.	 screwdriver,	 tweezers,	 ruler,	
and	lanyard	ring.

The CrossCut and CrossGrip are precision 
instruments for cutting, gripping, personal 
care and the unexpected. SOG’s gear-
driven Compound Leverage allows 
for big-sized cutting power to be truly 
miniaturized.  Open the handles and 
these micro machines are ready to work 
for you.  Wait until you feel the action!

CrossCut®

CrossGrip®

Paratool®

Another great design from Spencer Frazer with special thanks to Blackie Collins.

Paratool • S�1
Closed:	 4.3”
Open:	 6.4”
Weight:	 6.2	oz.
Comes	with:	 Nylon	pouch

Components:	 pliers/gripper,	 wire	 cutter,	
serrated	 blade,	 straight	 blade,	 3-sided	 file,	
large	 screwdriver,	 Phillips	 screwdriver,	 awl,	
can	 opener/sm.	 screwdriver,	 bottle	 opener	
/med	 screwdriver,	 rulers,	 and	 lanyard	 ring	
(optional	saw	or	serrated	line	cutter).

Versions:
S31 Standard (shown)
B31 Black oxide

The Paratool is the only multi-tool with a multiple angled plier head capability. 
The unique, patented way the Paratool opens allows for the ability to operate 
at a variety of angles (140 -̊180˚), indispensable in tight spots. The comfort grip 
handles are smooth on the outside and feature SOG’s classic ventilation holes for 
maximum gripping. Be prepared with the Paratool.

Multiple angled
plier head capability
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Kilowatt

Fusion Muscle Car

Get ‘charged up’ with the Kilowatt, the first working theme knife designed for the electrician, 
homeowner, contractor, or anyone who might need to strip wire in a pinch.  Three separate 
systems address wire from fine multi strand all the way up to cable.  There is a stripper bar 
for wire sizes of 12-24, an adjustable spring-loaded UTP/wire stripper in the back, and just in 
case… our patent pending hole stripper that uses the main blade.  Schematic grips, Hi-Voltage 
tower clip, insulator thumb stud, and a blade with receptacle engraving are signatures that 
make this a very unique liner lock knife.   Without the Kilowatt… you just 
might end up in the dark!

What is a theme knife? A distinct, recurring, and unifying quality or idea 
portrayed in a knife.  We believe this is the first of its kind.   High performance 
has always been a major theme at SOG so we are thrilled to introduce the 
Fusion Muscle Car knife with a “gentleman… start your engines” and we hope 
you will give it the checkered flag.  Notice the attention to detail:  the wheel that 
turns with the knife as well as a fan belt and pulley array... not to mention 

the exhaust pipe, racing stripes, hood latch thumbstud, spoilers, competition numbers, gear shifter clip, 
headlights, and license plate engraving, all of which are fun reminders of the muscle car era of 
past and present.   These attributes don’t minimize the heavy-
duty lockback construction and razor sharp blade.  And 
of course, use it without the fear of losing your 
driver’s license.

No gas required! 

Kilowatt • EL-01
Length: 7.5”
Blade: 3.4”	x	.120”
Steel: AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish: Satin	Polish
Edge: Straight
Weight 3.3	oz.
Handle: Glass	reinforced	Zytel
Comes	with: Pocket	Clip

Fusion Muscle Car • F0�
Length: 7.25”
Blade: 3.125”	x	.120”
Steel: 440	Stainless	-	Rc.	54-56
Finish: Satin	Polish
Edge: Straight
Weight 3.3	oz.
Handle: Aluminum
Comes	with: Pocket	Clip
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Flash II 
Open:	 8”
Blade:	 3.5”	x	.125”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 1/2	serrated	or	straight-edge
Weight:		 3.1	oz.
Handle	options:		 Zytel,	Camo	Zytel	or	
	 6061-T6	machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Reversible	bayonet	clip

Zytel Handle Versions:
FSA-8 Straight edge
FSA-98 1/2 serrated
TFSA-98 1/2 serrated, black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware
FSA-5 1/2 serrated, TigerStripe with 
 black TiNi pocket clip and hardware
FSA-6 Rescue

Aluminum Handle Versions:
SGFSA-98 1/2 serrated
STGFSA-98 1/2 serrated, black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware

Camouflage Handle Versions:
CFSA-8 Straight edge
CFSA-98 1/2 serrated
CTFSA-98 1/2 serrated, black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware

The Flash has got to be one of the coolest knives we’ve ever seen. Forget its wicked-quick blade 
access, that it handles like a race car on rails, or that it locks up like Alcatraz. It just looks and feels 
extraordinary. The Flash family of knives feature SOG Assisted Technology (S.A.T.), which employs 
a powerful piston lock that is easily released with a sliding button. We also had the foresight to 
incorporate an additional safety lock that gives added security when the blade is closed. Note 
that when the safety shows red...  
     ...YOU ARE READY TO GO! 

The Flash comes standard with glass-reinforced Zytel® handles 
and 1/2 serrated blades. Options include straight edge blade, 
black TiNi 1/2 serrated blade/clips/pivot, 
hard-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum 
handles. All Flashes come standard 
with SOG’s patent pending, 

reversible bayonet mounted clip 
that ensures the lowest, most 

discreet carry possible.

Flash™ Series

Flash I 
Open:	 5.75”
Blade:	 2.5”	x	.090”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 1/2	serrated	or	straight
Weight:		 1.3	oz.
Handle	options:		 Zytel	or	6061-T6	machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Reversible	bayonet	clip

Zytel Handle Versions:
FSA-7 Straight edge
FSA-97 1/2 serrated
TFSA-97 1/2 serrated, black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware

Aluminum Handle Versions:
SGFSA-97 1/2 serrated
STGFSA-97 1/2 serrated, black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware

The SOG trademark low carry pocket clip 
holds the knife completely in your pocket so 
it disappears to the outside world. 
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S.A.T. (SOG Assisted Technology) propels the blade out once the operator has initiated 
the one-handed opening action.  World-famous designer Spencer Frazer: “I had 
this idea that I could devise a whole new technology to help open a knife blade 
quickly and easily.”  S.A.T. works so well that right-handers can use their left 
hand equally well to open a folding knife (of course this works oppositely 
for lefties!).  We warn you... this blade action is addictive!  Play with it 
once, and you’ll be opening it again and again!



SOG Trident™ 
Our mission was to create an updated SOG folding knife based on historical proven 
design but launched from a platform of new technology.  Somehow, when you see it, you 
immediately know it is a SOG.  When you use it, you definitely know it is a SOG.   At a 
casual glance it has elements of our original SOG Bowie, Tomcat, SEAL Pup, Flash, etc.  
Upon a closer look, it has features never before put into a knife.   

The SOG Trident uses our well-proven means of delivering a knife blade to the open position 
with S.A.T.   Now using our patent pending Arc-Actuator™, the Trident locks stronger and 
releases easier.   There is also a built-in safety to lock the blade closed.  When it shows 
red, you are ready to go.  

What also makes the SOG Trident 
so unique is the patented Groove™ 
in the handle, which allows the 
operator to cut paracord, fishing 
line, etcetera without having to open 
the blade.  Read the story of how 
an active duty Navy SEAL invented 
this on page 5.

The SOG Trident’s blade is an evolution as well.  Taking key elements from previous blade 
shapes created a distinct hybrid of form and function.

Check out the introduction of a whole new tactile handle concept called Digi-Grip™.  With this 
variable patterning, we can create a coarser grip in areas that require it.  Aggressive touch 
point scallops on key areas of the perimeter complete the look.  You will also appreciate the 
thought behind our bayonet style clip, which is easily switched for right/left hand 
carry or removed for pouch storage. 

The SOG Trident embodies the spirit of elite special 
forces throughout the world.  The only thing 
that it doesn’t come with is testosterone… you 
have to supply that.

SOG Trident
Open:	 8.5”
Blade:	 3.75”	x	.125”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 1/2	serrated	or	straight
Weight:	 3.6	oz.	
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	low-carry	pocket	clip

Versions:
TF-1 1/2 Serrated with black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware
TF-2  Straight edge satin polish
TF-3 1/2 Serrated TigerStripe blade with  
 black TiNi pocket clip and hardware
TF-5 1/2 Serr. Desert Camo
TF-6 Tanto blade satin finish
TF-7 Tanto blade with black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware
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Twitch I™

Twitch II™

Looking at the intricate construction of the Twitches reminds us of the 
workings in a fine chronograph watch… everything right and precisely in 
its place.  These techno wizards feature a pass-through lockbar (patent 
pending) from which the “kick” of the blade sticks through. By pressing on 
the “kick”, one is able to initiate the opening of the blade. SOG Assisted 
Technology (S.A.T.) then takes over to finish opening and to securely lock the 
blade open.  What makes these space-age little gems even more beautiful 
is that they are also affordable!

Twitch I • TWI-�
Open:	 4.75”
Blade:	 2.0”	x	.100”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 2.0	oz.
Handle:	 Hard-anodized	6061-T6		 	
	 machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Money/pocket	clip

Twitch II • TWI-8
Open:	 6.2”
Blade:	 2.68”	x	.100”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 2.6	oz.
Handle:	 Hard-anodized	6061-T6		 	
	 machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Money/pocket	clip

Assisted Lockbacks
S.A.T. (SOG Assisted Technology) brings the standard lockback knife (which is one of the oldest known knife locks 
on the planet) into the 21st century.  This new concept will change your idea of what folding knives can be.  Once the 
operator has initiated the blade opening action, S.A.T. propels the stainless steel blade out and firmly locks it into place. 
We warn you... this blade action is addictive. Play with it once, and you’ll be opening it again and again.   We have even 
included a built-in safety that either locks the blade closed or can double lock the blade open.

Cryogenic Heat Treatment
SOG’s unique cryogenic heat treatment process increases 
the toughness and wear resistance of our blades. We take the 
knife slowly down in temperature to less than -300˚F and then 
back to room temperature.  This stress relieves the material 
on an atomic level and increases overall strength as well as 
edge retention. Knife edges stay sharp longer with significantly 
less micro-fracturing and edge-chipping.   It’s this dedication to 
making your knife SOG sharp that sets us apart from the rest.  

Look for the new Cryogenic Heat Treated logo on selected SOG 
Knives that have undergone this state of the art process.
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Twitch XL™ 
The XL is classy… it moves well,  looks right, walks the walk, and talks 
the talk.  It is not just a larger version of a Twitch.  It is serious business 
that can more than get the job done.   This is a high-tech statement of 
sophistication with all the bells and whistles that you expect from 
the designers at SOG.  The fine construction 
comes together to make the XL one 
of the most practical and 
beautiful knives that 
we have ever 
handled.

Twitch XL
Open:	 7.5”
Blade:	 3.25”	x	.125”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 4.2	oz.
Handle:	 Hard-anodized	6061-T6	
	 machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Reversible	low-carry
	 money/pocket	clip

Versions:
TWI-22 Black handle
TWI-20 Graphite handle
TWI-21 Black handle with black TiNi blade, 
 pocket clip and hardware
TWI-201 Tanto w/Graphite handle
TWI-211 Tanto w/Black handle and  
 Black TiNi blade
TWI-221 Tanto w/Black handle

Blink™

Blink... and you just might miss it. This robust little knife 
cuts with the ‘big boys’ and features a reversible low carry 
clip.  At its well-mannered price, the Blink is the gentleman’s 
knife with a naughty attitude. Blink • BBA-��

Open:	 5.37”
Blade:	 2.25”	x	.100”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 2.1	oz.
Handle:	 Hard-anodized	6061-T6		 	
	 machined	aluminum
Comes	with:	 Reversible	low-carry
	 money/pocket	clip

TWI-20

TWI-22

TWI-201

TWI-221

TWI-211
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Topo Meridian
Open:		 7.25”
Blade:	 3.25”	x	.125”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:		 4.5	oz.
Handle:		 Layered	Machined
	 	Aluminum/Zytel
Comes	with:	 Pocket/money	clip

Versions:	
M46T Black TiNi
M46 Satin polished

The Topo Meridian is perhaps the wildest design that we have ever seen and definitely  
one of the coolest.  SOG continues to delight with innovation and forward thinking to 
bring you products that make you stand out, products that are as individual as you are. 

• Patented S.A.T. (SOG Assisted Technology)
• Pass through lock bar with blade kick activation
• Engineered built in safety that locks closed and double locks open
• Available Deep Black Hardcased™ or polished blade
• Upswept blade maximizes cutting edge length
• Ambidextrous design with wave-like grip

Topo Meridian™

Bi-Polar
The Bi-Polar is very capable.  It’s also the first dual assisted knife with twin blades.  Using 
patented S.A.T., each blade is propelled out once the operator has initiated the blade 
opening action.   It might be the perfect rescue knife, whether used by law enforcement, 
emergency medical personal or in your garden releasing the grip of a tenacious 
vine.   We think the Bi-Polar is the perfect combination of might and right with 
main blade, patent pending V-Cutter, and glass breaker.  Our V-Cutter will 
easily cut seatbelt material, paracord, fishing line, strip most types 
of wire, zip electrical cable sheathing, open packages, 
cut nylon banding straps, etc.   Dual blades, double 
lockbars and twin safeties all work to lock the 
blades closed or double lock the blades 
open.   Expand your world with 
the Bi-Polar.

Bi-Polar
Length: 7.5”
Blade: 3”	x	.120”
Steel: AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish: Satin	Polish	or	Black	TiNi
Edge: Straight
Weight 5.7	oz.
Handle: Hard	Anodized	6061T6	

Aluminum	with	G10	type	
grips

Comes	with: Hardened	Steel	Glass	
breaker

Versions:
BP-1 Satin Polish
BP-2 Black TiNi
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SOG-TAC Automatic

Our customers have been asking for us to produce a tactical switchblade 
for years.  But we waited… because we wanted to do something really 
special.  The SOG-TAC is an invigorating new design that looks like 
nothing else.  It is big, but relatively slim, and specifically tailored to 
the professional.  Blade travel is definitely fast and once open it locks 
up like a floor safe.  The machined 6061-T6 hard-anodized aluminum 
is inset with G10 type textured inlays for increased grip.  Includes: A 
safety button that double locks the blade in the open/closed position, 
our reversible bayonet style clip and an aggressive upswept blade. We 
think it was well worth the wait!   

LE/MIL USE ONLY
SOG-TAC Automatic

Length: 8”
Blade: 3.5”	x	.125”
Steel: 440C	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish: Black	TiNi	or	Satin	Polish
Edge: Straight
Weight 3.8	oz.
Handle: Hard	Anodized	Aluminum
Comes	with: Reversible	low-carry	

pocket	clip

Versions:
ST-01 Satin Polish
ST-02 Black TiNi

Luminescent painted logo for 
easy location at night

ST-01
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The SOG Arc-Lock™

The Arc-Lock just might be the perfect lock. Why? It is totally ambidextrous and has all of the 
attributes knife designers relentlessly search for, but rarely find. Strength: The Arc-Lock far surpasses 
conventional lock strength, tested at over 1000 lbs of force measured at the lock in an independent 
lab test. Speed: The Arc-Lock provides lightning-quick, one-handed opening and closing capability. 
Safety: Spring-action securely retains the blade closed. When unlocking, the fingers are safely kept 
clear. Durability: The Arc-Lock is self-adjusting over time and can be easily cleaned for long term 
optimal performance.

Utilizing the famous Pentagon Elite platform, we introduce the Spec-Elite 
series, which capitalizes on one of the best locks in the world, the Arc-Lock.  
These new racy blades are designed for high performance with the 
reverse curve main edge and quickness of opening.

Since its debut, the Pentagon Elite series has achieved great popularity among the 
military and law enforcement community, as well as the general marketplace. The 
Pentagon Elite knives are impeccably balanced and feature ergonomic glass and 
Kevlar-reinforced Zytel handles, ambidextrous slotted thumb studs, machine screw 
construction, a low-reflective bead-blasted blade and clip, SOG’s Arc-Lock 

system, and a reversible military-style clip that enhances gripping. 
Spearheading the Pentagon Elite is a shark tooth 

tip that increases point strength.

Pentagon Elite I • PE1� 
Open:	 8.75”
Blade:	 4”	x	.135”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 4.3	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Pentagon Elite™ I & II

Spec Elite™  I

Spec Elite I • SE1�
Open:	 8.75”
Blade:	 4”	x	.135”
Steel:		 AUS	8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Bead	blasted
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 4.3	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel	w/stainless	liners
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Spec-Elite II • SE18
Length:	 10.75”
Blade:	 5”	x	.160”
Steel:		 AUS	8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Bead	blasted
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 7.1	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel	w/stainless	liners
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Pentagon Elite II • PE18
Open:	 10.75”
Blade:	 5”	x	.160”
Steel:	 AUS	8	Stainless	
	 Rc.	57-58
Weight:	 6.8	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip
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Rotating out of a space-age titanium handle is the radical blade of the award-
winning Vision. The geometric grind lines focus power on the edge and tip 
of the polished ATS-34 blade. Completely corrosion proof, the titanium 
handle is lightweight like aluminum, but as strong as steel. Other features 
include SOG’s Arc-Lock, dual thumb studs, and a reversible lightweight clip.  
Also available with bead-blasted blade and Zytel handle (X-Ray Vision)

X-Ray Vision • XV�1
Open:	 8.37”
Blade:	 3.75”	x	.125”
Steel:	 ATS-34	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60	
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 4.3	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Vision • SV�8
Open:	 8.37”
Blade:	 3.75”	x	.125”
Steel:	 ATS-34	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60	
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 5.7	oz.
Handle:	 Titanium
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Vision™ 

Mini X-Ray Vision • MXV��
Open:	 7”
Blade:	 3”	x	.120”
Steel:	 ATS-34	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60	
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 3.0	oz.	
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	bayonet	clip

Mini X-Ray Vision™

The smaller version of the X-Ray Vision, the Mini X-Ray Vision 
comes with SOG’s new reversible bayonet mounted clip for 
the lowest, most discreet carry possible.

Available Fall/Holiday 2007, the new Visionary 
folders with black powder coated VG-10 blades.

Visionary II • VS-0�
Open:	 8.37”
Blade:	 3.75”	x	.125”
Steel:	 VG-10	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60	
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 4.3	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	clip

Visionary I • VS-01
Open:	 7”
Blade:	 3”	x	.120”
Steel:	 VG-10	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60	
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 3.0	oz.	
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Reversible	bayonet	clip

Visionary I™

Visionary II™
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Tomcat �.0

Tomcat �.0 • S��
Length:	 8.65”
Blade:	 3.75”	x	.160”
Steel:		 VG-10	Stainless	-	Rc.	60-61
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 6.5	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton	handle	with
	 stainless	bolsters
Comes	with:	 Nylon	carry	pouch

Our first folding knife, the Tomcat, set the standard for the large format 
lockback and won the overall knife of the year award in 1988.   Today 
the completely rethought Tomcat 3.0 will win your hearts and 
minds.  Like a modern day tank, this heavy duty folder is 
big time armament but has the finesse to turn on a 
dime.  For instance the 3.0 features our Arc-
Lock that combines speed and safety 
in controlling the massive blade.  
There is also a new sense of 
ergonomic balance and 
feel that makes the 
Tomcat 3.0 a very 
soulful package.  

Vulcan
In the world of firepower, the General Electric M61A1 Vulcan is a 6-barrel 20mm cannon of the 
gatling-type. It fires standard M50 ammunition at 6,000 rounds per minute and is integral 
part of the armament of modern fighters such as the F-15, F-18 and F-16.   Our Vulcan is 
just as formidable thanks to the power and strength of it’s construction.  There is 
nothing weak about this Vulcan.   Take our patented Arc-Lock tested 
to over 1000lbs of force at the lock.  Or the full steel liners 
encased in glass reinforced Zytel handles.  The blade is a 
full .155” thick with spear point shape and includes 
our new kick deployment of the blade.  Press 
on the back of the blade and the knife 
comes out fast.   Reversible clip, 
Arc-Lock, and double thumb 
studs make the Vulcan 
great for complete 
ambidextrous use.     

Vulcan… heavy armament.

Vulcan • VL-01
Length: 8.375”
Blade: 3.5”	x	.160”
Steel: VG-10	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60
Finish: Satin	Polish
Edge: Straight
Weight 5.0	oz.
Handle: Zytel	with	Stainless	

steel	liners
Comes	with: Reversible	low	carry	pocket	clip

Mini Vulcan • VL-0�
Length: 7.35”
Blade: 3”	x	.125”
Steel: VG-10	Stainless	-	Rc.	59-60
Finish: Satin	Polish
Edge: Straight
Weight 3.4	oz.
Handle: Zytel	with	Stainless	

steel	liners
Comes	with: Reversible	low	carry	pocket	clip

New Mini Vulcan (VL-02) available 
2007 Holiday Season 
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Access Card • SOGAC�� 
Open:	 6.2”
Blade:	 2.75”	x	.080”
Steel:		 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 3.2	oz.
Handle:	 Bead-blasted	stainless	steel
Components:		 tweezers,	toothpick,	and	eye	 	
	 glass	screwdriver.

Access Card™

Designed to be carried comfortably in a wallet, pocket, pack, or virtually 
anywhere, the Access Card is a 21st century folder that has no boundaries. 
Crafted out of elegant, slim-line stainless steel, this 2.7” uniquely sculpted blade 
opens and closes with one hand swiftly and smoothly thanks to SOG’s Arc-
Lock mechanism. The Access Card’s combination clip cleverly 
and securely holds bills while a secret 
compartment hidden within 
the handle encases a 
useful tweezers, 
toothpick, and 
eyeglass 
screwdriver. 

The Arcitech ushered in our Platinum line with an exquisite 
high-end collectable.   Combining technical excellence with 
a spirited new design,  the Arcitech has that trait that is so 
elusive; harmony.  A mirror polished San Mai (VG-10 core 
laminated with 420J2 stainless steel) exotic blade moves 
smooth as silk and mechanically effortless thanks to 
our very special Arc-Lock.  The titanium bolsters 
meet old school jigged bone in a rare and 
beautiful combination.  Investment 
collectable and very limited 
production. 

Arcitech

Arcitech • A01
Length:	 8”
Blade:	 3.5”	x	.125”
Steel:		 San	Mai	(VG-10	core	laminated		
	 with	420J2	stainless	steel)
	 Rc.	58-60
Finish:	 Polished
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 4.5	oz.
Handle:	 Jigged	bone	w/polished	titanium		
	 bolsters	and	liners
Comes	with:	 Pocket	clip

Perfect for engraving 
your company logo.

Sogwinder I • S11 
Open:	 6.5”
Blade:	 2.75”	x	.130”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 3.6	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton

Gentleman™ 

SOGwinder I™ Gentleman • S��
Open:	 6.5”
Blade:	 2.75”	x	.120”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 3.6	oz.
Handle:	 Stainless	steel

Our traditional lockbacks are anything but!  Take the Gentleman, one of the 
slimmest pocketknives in our line and still signature SOG.   A stout blade, 
sturdy lock, and satin polished steel handles have made this a classic.  Add a 
Kraton rubber handle and you have our SOGwinder I.  Both are great choices 
for on or off duty.  

New limited edition Arcitech (A02) with 
textured carbon fiber handles available 
this Holiday Season 
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The SEAL Pup, our most popular fixed blade, is the mini rendition of 
the SEAL Knife. It offers the same durability and performance and is an 
excellent field companion for outdoor and underwater adventures.

SEAL Pup™

SEAL Knife Evaluation:
The SEAL knife evaluation program included: tip breaking stress, blade 
breaking limit, sharpness, edge retention, handle twist off force, two week 
salt water immersion tests, gasoline and acetylene torch resistance, 
chopping, hammering, prying, penetration tests, cutting six different types 
of rope and line, low noise and reflectivity evaluation, plus an intense 
hands-on competition in the field.

SEAL Knife™

The Tigershark features all the advantages of the SEAL Knife 
series at a size large enough for chopping applications.

Tigershark™ Tigershark • S�
Length:	 14”
Blade:	 8.85”	x	.240”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Finish:	 Powder	coated
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 17.1	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

SEAL Knife • S��
Length:	 12.25”
Blade:	 7”	x	.240”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Finish:	 Powder	coated
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 12.6	oz.
Handle:	 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Kydex	Groove	sheath

SEAL Pup • M��
Length:		 9”
Blade:	 4.75”	x	.160”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Coating:	 Powder	coated
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:		 5.4	oz.
Handle:		 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath
Option:	 Kydex	Groove	sheath

Versions:
M37	 Powder	coated
M37TS	 TigerStripe

SEAL Knife Series: After surviving one of the most extensive test and evaluation 
programs ever undertaken by the U.S. Government that included knives from most U.S. 
cutlery manufacturers, the SOG SEAL Knife triumphed. The SEALs are one of the most 
specialized elite military groups in the world today. SEALs must undergo one of the most rigorous 
training programs devised to produce the consummate warrior. Only a select few endure and earn 
the right to wear the SEAL Trident on their uniform. Now available for the civilian market in several 
sizes, you can be assured that the SEALs have done their homework, so you don’t have to.
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SEAL Pup Elite • E��T
Length:		 9.5”
Blade:	 4.85”	x	.185”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Matte	Black	TiNi
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:		 5.3	oz.
Handle:		 Zytel
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath
Option:	 Kydex	Groove	sheath

Versions:
E37 Satin finish/Straight edge
E37S Black TiNi/Straight edge
E37T Black TiNi/Partially serrated
E37TS TigerStripe/Partially serrated

The SEAL Pup Elite is our high performance edition to the existing SEAL family of 
products. Sometimes... we just ‘have to have’ more horsepower, the racing suspension, 
and every available option including sunroof.  All kidding aside... the SEAL Pup Elite is 
serious business and carries on the tradition of supplying the worlds elite military forces.   
Features include:

• Thicker steel stock (.185”)
• AUS8 Stainless steel 
• Matte black TiNi Hardcased™ blades
• Newly designed longer ergonomic (touch point) handle with deeper finger grooves
• Racy new blade shape with longer cutting edge
• Added blade spine rasp for notching, filing, and thumb placement
• Injection molded glass reinforced handle scored with grip lines

Super charged performance for the elite in 
us all!  

SEAL Pup Elite™

E37

E37S

SEAL Team Elite
Our battle proven SEAL Knife series has an incredible reputation for reliability and performance on 
fronts throughout the world.  Building on this reputation wasn’t easy.  It took everything we had to 
top ourselves.  But we think, you will think, that we have done it right.  Features include: Matte black 
Hardcased™ TiNi blade, newly designed longer ergonomic handle with deeper finger grooves, 
racy new blade shape with longer cutting edge, spine rasp for notching, filing, and thumb 
placement and new tactical Nylon sheath.

When it comes to equipment… we choose the best. You 
should as well.

SEAL Team Elite • SE-��
Length: 12.3”
Blade: 7”	x	.240”
Steel: AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish: Black	Hardcased	TiNi
Edge: Partially	Serrated
Weight 10.3	oz.
Handle: Zytel
Comes	with: Nylon	sheath
Option: Kydex	sheath
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Kydex Sheaths:
SOG’s Kydex sheaths are designed to be tough in all types of weather and 

environments. They are military belt and jump rated. Able to be mounted upside down, 
sideways on a belt, or strapped to an ankle, these self-draining, futuristic scabbards use a 

friction fit as well as a back-up nylon strap for knife retention.

Daggert and Gov-Tac
The challenge was to create a new breed of extreme fixed blades... suitable for today’s modern mil i tary, 
capable night and day, wet or dry,  and able to be carr ied in a var iety of ways.   But you might ask, 
what could possibly be new in a f ixed blade?  The Dagger ts and Gov-Tac easily answer this question 
w i th  contemporar y  so lu t ions and have been tuned and t weaked fo r  per fo rmance at  ever y  leve l .   
 
Features include: 

• An instinctual new handle shape with bold diamond checkering and scored with grip lines
• Signature washer construction with a molded Kraton rubber grip handle
• SOG’s proprietary Hardcased™ TiNi matte black coating on blade, pommel, and crossguard
• A proven robust blade style with flat ground bevels, precision ground grooves, and serrated edge
• Stainless steel sculpted crossguard and pommel (capable of being used as a field hammer)

Daggert 1 • D��B
Length:		 10.75”
Blade:	 5.65”	x	.200”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Matte	Black	TiNi	coated
Edge:	 Straight/	1/2	serrated
Weight:		 7.9	oz.
Handle:		 Kraton	Rubber
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Versions:
D25T	 Black	TiNi
D25B	 Bead-blasted

Daggert � • D��T
Length:		 11.85”
Blade:	 6.6”	x	.200”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Matte	Black	TiNi	coated
Edge:	 Straight/	1/2	serrated
Weight:		 8.5	oz.
Handle:		 Kraton	Rubber
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Versions:
D26T	 Black	TiNi
D26B	 Bead-blasted

Daggert™  1 
Who would have thought how far a fixed blade could come!  The Daggerts are 
a well thought out complete package.  The only thing left for you to decide is 
which size.  

Daggert™  � 

D25T

D26B
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Mini Pentagon • M1�
Length:	 7.75”
Blade:	 3.5”	x	.125”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Finish:	 Powder	coated
Edge:	 Straight/	serrated
Weight:	 3.3	oz.
Handle:	 Hardened	Kraton
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Pentagon™ 

Mini Pentagon™ 

Pentagon • S1� 
Length:	 9.75”
Blade:	 5”	x	.160”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 Straight/	serrated
Weight:	 5.8	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Originally designed as back-up for law enforcement and military 
personnel, the Pentagon series is now popular with outdoor knife 
enthusiasts as well. They offer the instant choice between a serrated 
or beveled edge for cutting options. Twin thumb notches enable 
accurate blade orientation and downward control. The aggressively 
checkered, flared handles provide confident gripping as well as 
sensational feel and balance.

Gov-Tac™ 
The Gov-Tac transcends the printed page.  You will have to handle it 
to appreciate that the ‘sum’ of this knife is so much greater than just its 
parts.  Double precision ground grooves, thumb control ridges, and an 
extremely thick blade all contribute to this stunning knife.

GOV-TAC • S�1T
Length:		 11.4”
Blade:	 6.1		”	x	.200”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Matte	Black	TiNi	coated
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:		 9.6	oz.
Handle:		 Kraton	Rubber
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Versions:
S21T	 Black	TiNi
S21B	 Bead-blasted

S21B
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Super SOG Bowie • SB1T
Length:	 12.875”
Blade:	 7.5”	x	.250”
Steel:		 AUS	8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black	TiNi
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 17.4	oz.
Handle:	 Epoxied	leather	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath	with
	 sharpening	stone

SOG custom 
cylinder nut

SOG Field Knives:
SOG stands for the Studies and Observation Group, an elite joint services military group in Vietnam 
designed for covert operations. Sanctioned to develop and purchase their own equipment, SOG 
created knives for use in one of the harshest environments in the world. It is in this spirit that SOG 
Specialty Knives & Tools, Inc. was founded.

Our modern replica of the original Studies and Observation Group 
knife secretly developed and used in the Vietnam War by the 5th 
Special Forces and other elite soldiers. These individuals were 
specialists in reconnaissance, infiltration, and behind lines 
operations. The SOG Bowie 2.0 has become a classic 
that is unparalleled in quality. The sculpted 
crossguard, deep hollow grinds and 
precision detailing, such as the 
all TiNi coating, and faceted 
tip are unmistakable 
signatures.

SOG Bowie • S1T
Length:	 11”
Blade:	 6.4”	x	.230”
Steel:	 AUS	8	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black	TiNi
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 12	oz.
Handle:	 Epoxied	leather	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath	with
	 sharpening	stone

SOG Bowie™  �.0

How appropriate that for our 20th anniversary we launched a new adaptation of the original 
SOG Bowie that founded the company.  This large format 7-1/2” blade will stun you with 
its exacting construction and precise grind lines.  Unlike the originals, all parts 
are protected with our Black TiNi Hardcased coating that is the very best 
for appearance and performance.  The stacked leather washer 
handle is completely traditional.  SOG today is 20 years 
smarter and our products show it.

Super SOG Bowie
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The original Recon was the first knife developed and procured by SOG personnel 
in the Vietnam War. It was designed for SOG’s clandestine and cross-border 
Recon teams which experienced vicious, close-quarter combat. Today there 
are only a handful of these extremely rare and valuable 
knives remaining. An exquisite design of the highest 
caliber, the SOG Recon Bowie captures 
the essence of this positively unique 
fixed blade.

SOG Recon Bowie • SBR80 
Length:	 12”
Blade:	 7”	x	.225”
Steel:		 Sk-5	Carbon	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Gun	blued
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 11.8	oz.
Handle:	 Epoxied	leather	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath

SOG Recon Bowie™ 

SOG SCUBA/DEMO™ 

SOG SCUBA/DEMO • SSD8�
Length:	 12.25”
Blade:	 7.25”	x	.230”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 Straight/	serrated	
Weight:	 13.0	oz.
Handle:	 Epoxied	leather	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath	with		
	 sharpening	stone

The SCUBA/DEMO is not only the rarest of the Special Forces 
SOG knives, it’s the most rare military knife in existence. In 

fact, only one original is known to exist today. Originally 39 
were made, and 38 of these were delivered to the Naval 

Advisory Detachment for missions along the North 
Vietnamese coastline. Of the 38 issued, 36 

were lost in operations and the other two 
were never seen again.

www.sogknives.com | 888-405-6433 ��



SOG TECH Bowie • S10B
Length:		 11”
Blade:	 6.4”	x	.240”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Matte	Black	TiNi	coated
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:		 11.2	oz.
Handle:		 Kraton	Rubber
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Versions:
S10B Black TiNi finish
S10P Satin finish

Trident �.0 • S�B
Length:		 11”
Blade:	 6.4”	x	.240”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:		 11.2	oz.
Handle:		 Micarta	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath	
	 	 with		sharpening	stone

SOG TECH Bowie™

Based on the classic SOG Bowie that founded our company, but morphed into a top-notch 
work knife with the use of technology, modern materials, and a little class thrown in for good 
measure.

For starters all the metal parts are satin finished stainless steel and coated in 
SOG’s proprietary Hardcased™ TiNi matte black coating.  It looks 
incredible! Offset against this, the tactile Kraton rubber handle 
nods to tradition with the use of interspaced white washers.  
This has never been accomplished before and provides 
an unmistakable SOG look.  The thick (.240”) 
AUS8 blade is topped off with a faceted 
tip that is a SOG signature and 
completes the total 
package. 

Trident �.0™

For those who are looking for the style of the SOG Bowie in a stainless 
steel design, look no further than the Trident. Our Trident embodies 
the spirit of our most capable special forces unit, the Navy SEALs, and 
displays its emblem: the SEAL Trident. 
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The knife that started the company is back in its original form.  Now very limited quantities are 
being made available in a rich walnut SOG presentation box with certificate of authenticity.  Each 
knife will be serialized as 1 of 1000 pieces.    Still made in one of our original factories 
with extremely thick gun blued carbon steel blade, crossguard, pommel, and 
aircraft spanner nut.  High quality collectable.

SOG Bowie™ Commemorative

SOG Bowie Commemorative• S1C
Length:	 10.75”
Blade:	 6.25”	x	.280”
Steel:	 Sk-5	Carbon	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Gun	blued
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 12.3	oz.
Handle:	 Epoxied	leather	washers
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath	with
	 sharpening	stone	and
	 Walnut	presentation	box

Engraved with Special Forces Crest and 
Vietnam 5th Special Forces Group
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Field Pup™

“It’s just about the perfect size, weight, feel and balance,” is the comment we hear 
from wilderness guides who handle the Field Pup for the first time. It’s comfortable 
to use with its Kraton molded handle that form fits the full tang blade. SOG’s 
trademarked finger grips are combined with aggressive thumb notches 
on the back of the blade, making the Field Pup a real working 
knife. The blade is also protected by SOG’s hybrid Kydex 

and leather sheath.

Field Pup • FP�
Length:	 8.5”
Blade:	 4”	x	.130”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 4.0	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton
Comes	with:	 Hybrid	Kydex/leather	
	 sheath	and	lanyard

Sportsmen, fishermen, hunters, and outdoor enthusiasts require a knife that can fulfill 
a variety of tasks, is easy to carry, and can perform in a wide range of environments. 
With an elongated clip point blade, flat ground bevels, and compact size, the 
Northwest Ranger is more than up to the task.

NW Ranger • S��
Length:	 9.75”
Blade:	 5”	x	.160”
Steel:	 AUS6	Stainless	-	Rc.	56-57
Finish:	 Satin	polish
Edge:	 1/2	serrated
Weight:	 5.8	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath

NW Ranger™ S��

Team Leader
‘You can only lead from the front’ is a favorite expression of ours.  If you are one of those people 
who covet the ultimate ultimate… then we have a surprise for you.  What you might 
not sense when you first pick up this work of art is how exotic the steel is.  This 
is one of the first production knives to be manufactured from Duratech 
20CV, a powder metallurgy stainless tool steel.  It contains a large 
volume of extremely hard vanadium carbides, which 
increase wear-resistance.  How tough?  Try 
35% greater than S30V, a super steel 
in its own right.  Also available 
in AUS-8 stainless for a 
great combination 
of performance 
and price. 

Team Leader
Length: 10.25”
Blade: 5”	x	.160”
Steel: Duratech	20CV	-	Rc.	60	or	

AUS-8	Stainless	-	Rc.	56
Finish: Bead	Blasted
Edge: Straight
Weight 7.4	oz.
Handle: Zytel
Comes	with: Nylon	sheath

Versions:
TL-01 Duratech
TL-02 AUS-8
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It isn’t very often that a product can create a 
new category, but the Revolver does just that. SOG 

has pioneered a fixed blade with a new twist... actually a complete 
revolution. The Revolver’s secret is simply twice the capability for the same size 

and weight. Utilizing patented technology developed by Robbie Roberson and Spencer 
Frazer, you can depress the locking lever and rotate the blade to transform the knife into a saw. It’s so 

easy, so cool, that you’ll wonder why it wasn’t done a long time ago.

The Revolver comes standard with a new look in blade 
shape that is not only functional, but distinctive. A 
survival saw serves as a backup in the handle. The blade 
features a forward thumb rest for increased dexterity and 
downward pressure. A glass-reinforced Zytel handle 
hides the stainless steel liners which ensure strength 
and quality. And as always, SOG’s edges are razor 
sharp.

Whether you’re camping or crusading, why not pack 
twice the capability with the SEAL Revolver? It just might 
transform your idea of what a knife should be.

The SOG black TiNi SEAL Revolver was recently 
chosen to be a part of the Personal Environmental 
Protective Survival Equipment (PEPSE) system for 
Special Operations Forces deployed in cold weather 
conditions.

SEAL Revolver™ 

SEAL Revolver
Length:	 10”
Blade/Saw:	 4.75”	x	.150”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 1/2	serrated/	double	tooth	saw
Weight:	 6	oz.
Comes	with:	 Kydex	sheath

Versions:
REV-7 Satin polish
TREV-7 Black TiNi

Hunter Revolver
Length:	 10”
Blade/Saw:	 4.75”	x	.150”
Steel:	 AUS8	Stainless	-	Rc.	57-58
Edge:	 Straight/	double	tooth	saw
Weight:	 6	oz.
Comes	with:	 Leather	sheath

Versions:
HREV-7 Satin polish

Revolver with blade locked open in position

Revolver with saw locked open in position
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Our modern battle/throwing ax evokes its origins from medieval times, which 
some might consider to be the present.  Whether used as a target ax, SWAT 
tool, universal back up, or hung above the fireplace; it is very effective.  The 
pike in the back is upswept for better target penetration.  Size and heft are 
balanced for optimum swing control.  The handle is sculpted from heavy 
duty black Pakka wood and the entire solid blade is protected with SOG’s 
Hardcased black coating.  Nylon sheath included.

For the primitive in all of us.   When 
the only thing that separates you from 

them is your equipment, it better be good.  
Using  SOG’s Hardcased black coating,  the Jungle 

Primitive is durable and comfortable with a molded 
Kraton handle that features Digi-Grip™, a way to guarantee 

gripping power where you need it.  One can instantly turn the Primitive into 
a small machete, limb saw, or hammer.  Includes a Nylon sheath with utility 
pouch.  Don’t be caught alone!

Fusion - the merging of several different elements, sometimes 
violently.  Our new import brand melds technical excellence, 
ingenuity, and affordability to yield products with new 
properties distinctly different from the mainstream.  “I 
hope you enjoy my latest ideas that chart new territory.”   
    - Spencer Frazer

Fusion Jungle Primitive

Fusion Battle Ax

Fusion Battle Ax • F0�T
Overall	Length:	 12.25”
Head	Length:	 7”
Edge	Length:	 3.75”
Steel:		 420	stainless	steel
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 20.2	oz.
Handle:	 Pakka	wood	
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath

Fusion Jungle Primitive • F0�T
Length:	 15.3”
Blade:	 9.5”
Steel:		 420	stainless	steel
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black
Edge:	 Partially	serrated
Weight:	 14.0	oz.
Handle:	 Kraton
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath
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These stylized knives are 
not only fun to sail through 
the air, they are practical as 
well.  Completely protected 

by SOG’s Hardcased black 
coating, they are extremely scratch 

resistant.  Their balance, aerodynamics, and proportions make 
them great throwing knives.  For the same reasons they also 
make great back-up field knives.   Wrap the handles with paracord 
or use as is and you have three knives for the price of one!   
Includes nylon sheath that safely carries all three.

Based on the Vietnam Tomahawk the new Fusion Tactical Tomahawk is an extreme 
evolution of the original which was considered one of the more unusual weapons of its 

day.  Today there is a real need for a versatile tool for breaching operations, excavation, 
obstacle removal, extraction, and other utility applications.  The 420 stainless steel head 

with Hardcased coating is mounted to the ballistic polymer handle with heavy duty bolts and 
a steel ferrule to keep the handle from splitting.  Side hammer checkering insures precise 

placement when pounding.  Carried in a nylon sheath this is a universal tool for modern 
man.

Fusion Tactical Tomahawk

Fusion Throwing Knives

Fusion Throwing Knives • F0�T
Length:	 10”
Blade:	 4.375”	x	.135”
Steel:		 420	stainless	steel
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 5.3	oz.	each
Handle:	 N/A
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath

Fusion Tactical Tomahawk • FO1T
Overall	Length:	 15.75”
Head	Length:	 8.25”
Edge	Length:	 2.75”
Steel:		 420	Stainless	steel
Finish:	 Hardcased	Black	
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 24	oz.
Handle:	 Ballistic	Polymer
Comes	with:	 Nylon	sheath

This tiny beauty is crafted 
from high quality stainless 

steel and designed to be carried on 
a key ring or stashed in your pocket. It’s 
a SOG so you know the Micron is built 
to last and is going to be there when you 

need it.

Fusion Micron

Fusion Micron
Edge	Length:	 1.5”
Steel:		 420
Finish:	 Black	
Edge:	 Straight
Weight:	 .5	oz.
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Flash I (Zytel handle) 5.75” 3.25” 2.5” Zytel AUS8 1.3 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $55.00 (FSA-7) $65.00 (TFSA-97) 12
Flash I (Aluminum handle) 5.75” 3.25” 2.5” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 1.3 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $94.00 (SGFSA-97) $99.00 (STGFSA-97) 12
Flash II (Zytel handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $72.00 (FSA-8) $84.00 (TFSA-98) 12
Flash II (Camouflage handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $78.00 (CFSA-98) $90.00 (CTFSA-98) 12
Flash II (Aluminum handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.3 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $122.00 (SGFSA-98) $135.00 (STGFSA-98) 12
Flash II Rescue 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $72.00 (FSA-6) 12
Flash II (TigerStripe blade) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $90.00 (FSA-5)     12
SOG Trident 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $98.00 (TF-2) $108.00 (TF-1) 13
SOG Trident (TigerStripe) 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $108.00 (TF-3) 13
SOG Trident (Desert Camo) 8.5” 4.857” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $108.00 (TF-5) 13
SOG Trident Tanto 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.7 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $98.00 (TF-6) $108.00 (TF-7) 13
Blink 5.37” 3.125” 2.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.1 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $53.00 (BBA-99) 15
Twitch I 4.75” 2.75” 2.0” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.0 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $55.00 (TWI-7) 14
Twitch II 6.2” 3.52” 2.68” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.6 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • • $70.00 (TWI-8) 14
Twitch XL 7.5” 4.25” 3.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.2 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $95.00 (TWI-20) $125.00 (TWI-21) 15
Twitch XL (Tanto) 7.5” 4.25” 3.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.4 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $95.00 (TWI-201) $125.00 (TWI-211) 15
Topo Meridian 7.25” 4” 3.25” AL/Zytel AUS8 4.5 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • $98.00 (M46) $119.00 (M46T) 16
Bi-Polar 7.5” 4.5” 3” AL/Zytel AUS8 5.7 Nylon • Lockback S.A.T. • • $135.00 (BP-1) $160.00 (BP-2) 16
SOG-TAC Automatic 8” 4.5” 3.5” AL/Zytel 440C 3.8 Clip • Automatic • $130.00 (ST-01) $150.00 (ST-02) 17
Kilowatt  7.5” 4.1” 3.4” Zytel AUS8 3.3 Clip • Lockback • • $62.00 (EL-01) 11
Pentagon Elite I 8.75” 4.75” 4” Zytel AUS8 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $116.00 (PE14) 18
Pentagon Elite II 10.75” 5.75” 5” Zytel AUS8 6.8 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $140.00 (PE18) 18
Spec Elite I 8.75” 4.75” 4” Zytel AUS8 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $116.00 (SE14) 18
Spec Elite II 10.75” 5.75” 5” Zytel AUS8 7.1 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $140.00 (SE18) 18
Vision 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Titanium ATS-34 5.7 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $250.00 (SV68) 19
X-Ray Vision 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Zytel ATS-34 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $130.00 (XV71) 19
Mini X-Ray Vision 7” 4” 3” Zytel ATS-34 3.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $114.00 (MXV72) 19
Visionary II 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Zytel VG-10 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $130.00 (VS-02) 19
Visionary I 7” 4” 3” Zytel VG-10 3.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $115.00 (VS-01) 19
Arcitech 8” 4.5” 3.5” Jigged bone San Mai 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $425.00 (A01) 21
Arcitech (Carbon Fiber) 8” 4.5” 3.75” Carbon Fiber San Mai 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • • $425.00 (A02) 21
Tomcat 3.0 8.25” 4.5” 3.75” Kraton VG-10 8.4 Nylon • Arc-Lock • • $200.00 (S95) 20
Mini Vulcan 7.35” 4.35” 3” Zytel VG-10 3.4 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $125.00 (VL-02) 20
Vulcan 8.375” 4.875” 3.5” Zytel VG-10 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $150.00 (VL-01) 20
Access Card 6.2” 3.45” 2.75” St. Steel AUS8 3.2 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $59.00 (SOGAC75) 21
Sogwinder I 6.5” 3.75” 2.75” Kraton AUS6 3.6 — • Lockback • • $99.00 (S11) 21
Gentleman 6.5” 3.75” 2.75” St. Steel AUS6 3.6 — • Lockback • • $80.00 (S33) 21

SOG Lifetime Warranty:
All SOG products are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the original purchaser. This guarantee 
is voided (as determined by SOG) by misuse, abuse, improper maintenance, or alterations of the product and does not cover any 
normal wear that might occur. All guarantee claims should be directed to the factory. U.S. claims should be sent prepaid and insured. 
For international claims, call or write for information. SOG reserves the right to the repair or replacement of a product at our discretion. 
Sheaths and pouches are not covered under this warranty. Cases of surface rust, bent and broken tips, and scratched coatings are 
also not covered under this warranty.

Fusion Knives Warranty:
All Fusion products are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for one year from date of 
purchase.  This guarantee is voided (as determined by SOG) by misuse, abuse, improper maintenance, or 
alterations of the product and does not cover any normal wear that might occur.  

For Warranty information or questions call toll free 888-405-6433 [U.S. only] or  
(425) 771-6230 E-mail at warranty@sogknives.com.

Displays
SOG point-of-purchase displays are some of 
the best-designed in the industry. With several 
different display options, you can showcase 
SOG products at their best. Choices include a 
knife/tool or knife only truck mounted display, a 
combination knife and tool counter model, and 
our interactive Flash or Blink displays.

Laser Engraving
SOG has a complete laser engraving department. All of our products 
can be engraved with your slogan or company logo.  Call the SOG sales 
department for more details

Clamshell Packaging
A wide variety of SOG products are 
available in our handsome clamshell 
packaging. This powerful packaging 
will be instantly recognized wherever 
it is placed.

Counter Top Display ACR DIS
Truck Display
TRK-DIS2 (without product)
TRK-102 (with knives & tools)
TRK-204 (with knives only)

      Make a statement of style with a SOG shirt or hat.
            This high quality, fashionable apparel is well-  
                    made and comes in a variety of sizes.

     TS1 - Logo T-shirt
     BC1 - Baseball cap

Gift Box
SOG products make wonderful gifts. 
You can give many of our smaller 

products, such as 
the CrossCut and 

CrossGrip, in a gift 
box with velvet 

insert.

Interactive Blink Display
INT-BBA

Warranty
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SEAL Pup 9” 4.75” Zytel AUS6 5.4 Nylon • • $93.00 (M37) 22
SEAL Pup Elite 9.5” 4.85” Zytel AUS8 5.3 Nylon • • • $100.00 (E37) $118.00 (E37T) 23
SEAL Knife 12.25” 7” Zytel AUS6 12.6 Kydex • • $165.00 (S37) 22
SEAL Team Elite 12.3” 7” Zytel AUS8 10.3 Nylon • • $170.00 (SE-37) 23
Tigershark 14” 8.85” Kraton AUS6 17.1 Kydex • • $195.00 (S5) 22
Pentagon 9.75” 5” Kraton AUS6 5.8 Kydex • • $125.00 (S14) 25
Mini Pentagon 7.75” 3.5” Hardened Kraton AUS6 3.3 Kydex • • • $75.00 (M14) 25
Team Leader 10.25” 5” Zytel Duratech/AUS-8 7.4 Nylon • • $120.00 (TL-02) AUS-8 $260.00 (TL-01) Duratech 30
Daggert 1 10.75” 5.65” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 7.9 Kydex • • • • $120.00 (D25B) $140.00 (D25T) 24
Daggert 2 11.85” 6.6” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 8.5 Kydex • • • • $130.00 (D26B) $150.00 (D26T) 24
Gov-Tac 11.4” 6.1” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 9.6 Kydex • • • $125.00 (S21B) $145.00 (S21T) 25
SOG SCUBA/DEMO 12.25” 7.25” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 13.0 Leather • • • $310.00 (SSD89) 27
SOG Recon Bowie 12” 7” Epoxied leather washers Sk-5 Carbon 11.8 Leather • • $310.00 (SBR80) 27
SOG Tech Bowie 11” 6.4” Kraton w/white washers AUS8 11.2 Kydex • • • $155.00 (S10P) $180.00 (S10B) 28
SOG Bowie Commemorative 10.75” 6.25” Epoxied leather washers Sk-5 Carbon 12.3 Leather • • $430.00 (S1C) 29
Super SOG Bowie 12.8” 7.5” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 17.4 Leather • • • $275.00 (SB1T) 26
SOG Bowie 2.0 11” 6.4” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 12.0 Leather • • • $225.00 (S1T) 26
Trident 2.0 11” 6.4” Micarta washers AUS8 11.2 Leather • • $200.00 (S2B) 28
Field Pup 8.5” 4.0” Kraton AUS8 4.0 Leather/Kydex • • $60.00 (FP3) 30
NW Ranger 9.75” 5” Kraton AUS6 5.8 Leather • $112.00 (S24) 30
SEAL Revolver 10” 4.75” Zytel AUS8 6.0 Kydex  revolving blade/ 4.75” saw $100.00 (REV-7) $118.00 (TREV-7) 31
Hunter Revolver 10” 4.75” Zytel AUS8 6.0 Leather  revolving blade/ 4.75” saw $106.00 (HREV-7) 31
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MSRP
Standard (Part #)

MSRP
Black Oxide (Part #) Page #

PowerLock 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S60) $112.00 (B60) 7
PowerLock w/V-Cutter 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S62) $112.00 (B62) 7
EOD PowerLock 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S61) $112.00 (B61) 7
EOD PowerLock w/V-Cutter 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S63) $112.00 (B63) 7
PowerAssist 7.125” 4.675” 9.4 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • $115.00 (S66) $122.00 (B66) 6
EOD PowerAssist 7.125” 4.675” 9.4 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • $115.00 (S67) $122.00 (B67) 6
PowerCut 6” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S68) $112.00 (B68) 8
EOD PowerLock 2.0 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S69) $112.00 (B69) 9
Pocket PowerPlier 6” 4” 5.5 Leather • • • • • • • • $70.00 (S44) 8
Deluxe Pocket PowerPlier 6” 4” 5.5 Leather • • • • • • • • • $75.00 (S45) 8
Paratool 6.4” 4.3” 6.2 Nylon • • • • • • • • • $82.00 (S31) $92.00 (B31) 10
CrossCut 4” 2.5” 1.7 Vinyl • • • • • • • • $40.00 (CC50) 10
CrossGrip 3.6” 2.5” 1.9 Vinyl • • • • • • • • $45.00 (CG55) 10

Fusion Knives Overall Blade Handle material Blade steel Weight in oz. Sheath St
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MSRP
Standard (Part #)

MSRP
Hardcased Black (Part #) Page #

Fusion Tactical Tomahawk 15.75” 2.75” Ballistic Polymer 420 Stainless 24.0 Nylon • $60.00 (F01T) 32
Fusion Battle Ax 12.25” 3.75” Black Pakka Wood 420 Stainless 20.2 Nylon • $50.00 (F02T) 33
Fusion Jungle Primitive 15.3” 9.5” Kraton 420 Stainless 14.0 Nylon • $60.00 (F03T) 33
Fusion Throwing Knives 10” 4.375” — 420 Stainless 5.3 ea Nylon • $50.00 (F04T) 32
Fusion Muscle Car 7.25” 3.125” Aluminum 420 Stainless 3.3 — • $40.00 (F05) 11
Micron 3.4” 1.5” Stainless steel 420 Stainless .5 — • $18.00 (micron) 33
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Flash I (Zytel handle) 5.75” 3.25” 2.5” Zytel AUS8 1.3 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $55.00 (FSA-7) $65.00 (TFSA-97) 12
Flash I (Aluminum handle) 5.75” 3.25” 2.5” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 1.3 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $94.00 (SGFSA-97) $99.00 (STGFSA-97) 12
Flash II (Zytel handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $72.00 (FSA-8) $84.00 (TFSA-98) 12
Flash II (Camouflage handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $78.00 (CFSA-98) $90.00 (CTFSA-98) 12
Flash II (Aluminum handle) 8” 4.5” 3.5” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.3 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $122.00 (SGFSA-98) $135.00 (STGFSA-98) 12
Flash II Rescue 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $72.00 (FSA-6) 12
Flash II (TigerStripe blade) 8” 4.5” 3.5” Zytel AUS8 3.1 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $90.00 (FSA-5)     12
SOG Trident 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • • Piston S.A.T. • • $98.00 (TF-2) $108.00 (TF-1) 13
SOG Trident (TigerStripe) 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $108.00 (TF-3) 13
SOG Trident (Desert Camo) 8.5” 4.857” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.6 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $108.00 (TF-5) 13
SOG Trident Tanto 8.5” 4.875” 3.75” Zytel AUS8 3.7 Clip • Piston S.A.T. • • $98.00 (TF-6) $108.00 (TF-7) 13
Blink 5.37” 3.125” 2.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.1 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $53.00 (BBA-99) 15
Twitch I 4.75” 2.75” 2.0” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.0 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $55.00 (TWI-7) 14
Twitch II 6.2” 3.52” 2.68” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 2.6 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • • $70.00 (TWI-8) 14
Twitch XL 7.5” 4.25” 3.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.2 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $95.00 (TWI-20) $125.00 (TWI-21) 15
Twitch XL (Tanto) 7.5” 4.25” 3.25” 6061-T6 AL AUS8 4.4 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • • $95.00 (TWI-201) $125.00 (TWI-211) 15
Topo Meridian 7.25” 4” 3.25” AL/Zytel AUS8 4.5 Clip • Lockback S.A.T. • $98.00 (M46) $119.00 (M46T) 16
Bi-Polar 7.5” 4.5” 3” AL/Zytel AUS8 5.7 Nylon • Lockback S.A.T. • • $135.00 (BP-1) $160.00 (BP-2) 16
SOG-TAC Automatic 8” 4.5” 3.5” AL/Zytel 440C 3.8 Clip • Automatic • $130.00 (ST-01) $150.00 (ST-02) 17
Kilowatt  7.5” 4.1” 3.4” Zytel AUS8 3.3 Clip • Lockback • • $62.00 (EL-01) 11
Pentagon Elite I 8.75” 4.75” 4” Zytel AUS8 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $116.00 (PE14) 18
Pentagon Elite II 10.75” 5.75” 5” Zytel AUS8 6.8 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $140.00 (PE18) 18
Spec Elite I 8.75” 4.75” 4” Zytel AUS8 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $116.00 (SE14) 18
Spec Elite II 10.75” 5.75” 5” Zytel AUS8 7.1 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $140.00 (SE18) 18
Vision 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Titanium ATS-34 5.7 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $250.00 (SV68) 19
X-Ray Vision 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Zytel ATS-34 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $130.00 (XV71) 19
Mini X-Ray Vision 7” 4” 3” Zytel ATS-34 3.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $114.00 (MXV72) 19
Visionary II 8.37” 4.62” 3.75” Zytel VG-10 4.3 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $130.00 (VS-02) 19
Visionary I 7” 4” 3” Zytel VG-10 3.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $115.00 (VS-01) 19
Arcitech 8” 4.5” 3.5” Jigged bone San Mai 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $425.00 (A01) 21
Arcitech (Carbon Fiber) 8” 4.5” 3.75” Carbon Fiber San Mai 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • • $425.00 (A02) 21
Tomcat 3.0 8.25” 4.5” 3.75” Kraton VG-10 8.4 Nylon • Arc-Lock • • $200.00 (S95) 20
Mini Vulcan 7.35” 4.35” 3” Zytel VG-10 3.4 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $125.00 (VL-02) 20
Vulcan 8.375” 4.875” 3.5” Zytel VG-10 5.0 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $150.00 (VL-01) 20
Access Card 6.2” 3.45” 2.75” St. Steel AUS8 3.2 Clip • Arc-Lock • • $59.00 (SOGAC75) 21
Sogwinder I 6.5” 3.75” 2.75” Kraton AUS6 3.6 — • Lockback • • $99.00 (S11) 21
Gentleman 6.5” 3.75” 2.75” St. Steel AUS6 3.6 — • Lockback • • $80.00 (S33) 21

** Tool component configurations may be subject to change without notice
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SEAL Pup 9” 4.75” Zytel AUS6 5.4 Nylon • • $93.00 (M37) 22
SEAL Pup Elite 9.5” 4.85” Zytel AUS8 5.3 Nylon • • • $100.00 (E37) $118.00 (E37T) 23
SEAL Knife 12.25” 7” Zytel AUS6 12.6 Kydex • • $165.00 (S37) 22
SEAL Team Elite 12.3” 7” Zytel AUS8 10.3 Nylon • • $170.00 (SE-37) 23
Tigershark 14” 8.85” Kraton AUS6 17.1 Kydex • • $195.00 (S5) 22
Pentagon 9.75” 5” Kraton AUS6 5.8 Kydex • • $125.00 (S14) 25
Mini Pentagon 7.75” 3.5” Hardened Kraton AUS6 3.3 Kydex • • • $75.00 (M14) 25
Team Leader 10.25” 5” Zytel Duratech/AUS-8 7.4 Nylon • • $120.00 (TL-02) AUS-8 $260.00 (TL-01) Duratech 30
Daggert 1 10.75” 5.65” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 7.9 Kydex • • • • $120.00 (D25B) $140.00 (D25T) 24
Daggert 2 11.85” 6.6” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 8.5 Kydex • • • • $130.00 (D26B) $150.00 (D26T) 24
Gov-Tac 11.4” 6.1” Kraton with black/grey washers AUS8 9.6 Kydex • • • $125.00 (S21B) $145.00 (S21T) 25
SOG SCUBA/DEMO 12.25” 7.25” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 13.0 Leather • • • $310.00 (SSD89) 27
SOG Recon Bowie 12” 7” Epoxied leather washers Sk-5 Carbon 11.8 Leather • • $310.00 (SBR80) 27
SOG Tech Bowie 11” 6.4” Kraton w/white washers AUS8 11.2 Kydex • • • $155.00 (S10P) $180.00 (S10B) 28
SOG Bowie Commemorative 10.75” 6.25” Epoxied leather washers Sk-5 Carbon 12.3 Leather • • $430.00 (S1C) 29
Super SOG Bowie 12.8” 7.5” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 17.4 Leather • • • $275.00 (SB1T) 26
SOG Bowie 2.0 11” 6.4” Epoxied leather washers AUS8 12.0 Leather • • • $225.00 (S1T) 26
Trident 2.0 11” 6.4” Micarta washers AUS8 11.2 Leather • • $200.00 (S2B) 28
Field Pup 8.5” 4.0” Kraton AUS8 4.0 Leather/Kydex • • $60.00 (FP3) 30
NW Ranger 9.75” 5” Kraton AUS6 5.8 Leather • $112.00 (S24) 30
SEAL Revolver 10” 4.75” Zytel AUS8 6.0 Kydex  revolving blade/ 4.75” saw $100.00 (REV-7) $118.00 (TREV-7) 31
Hunter Revolver 10” 4.75” Zytel AUS8 6.0 Leather  revolving blade/ 4.75” saw $106.00 (HREV-7) 31
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MSRP
Standard (Part #)

MSRP
Black Oxide (Part #) Page #

PowerLock 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S60) $112.00 (B60) 7
PowerLock w/V-Cutter 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S62) $112.00 (B62) 7
EOD PowerLock 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S61) $112.00 (B61) 7
EOD PowerLock w/V-Cutter 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S63) $112.00 (B63) 7
PowerAssist 7.125” 4.675” 9.4 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • $115.00 (S66) $122.00 (B66) 6
EOD PowerAssist 7.125” 4.675” 9.4 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • $115.00 (S67) $122.00 (B67) 6
PowerCut 6” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S68) $112.00 (B68) 8
EOD PowerLock 2.0 7” 4.6” 9.6 Leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $105.00 (S69) $112.00 (B69) 9
Pocket PowerPlier 6” 4” 5.5 Leather • • • • • • • • $70.00 (S44) 8
Deluxe Pocket PowerPlier 6” 4” 5.5 Leather • • • • • • • • • $75.00 (S45) 8
Paratool 6.4” 4.3” 6.2 Nylon • • • • • • • • • $82.00 (S31) $92.00 (B31) 10
CrossCut 4” 2.5” 1.7 Vinyl • • • • • • • • $40.00 (CC50) 10
CrossGrip 3.6” 2.5” 1.9 Vinyl • • • • • • • • $45.00 (CG55) 10

Fusion Knives Overall Blade Handle material Blade steel Weight in oz. Sheath St
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MSRP
Standard (Part #)

MSRP
Hardcased Black (Part #) Page #

Fusion Tactical Tomahawk 15.75” 2.75” Ballistic Polymer 420 Stainless 24.0 Nylon • $60.00 (F01T) 32
Fusion Battle Ax 12.25” 3.75” Black Pakka Wood 420 Stainless 20.2 Nylon • $50.00 (F02T) 33
Fusion Jungle Primitive 15.3” 9.5” Kraton 420 Stainless 14.0 Nylon • $60.00 (F03T) 33
Fusion Throwing Knives 10” 4.375” — 420 Stainless 5.3 ea Nylon • $50.00 (F04T) 32
Fusion Muscle Car 7.25” 3.125” Aluminum 420 Stainless 3.3 — • $40.00 (F05) 11
Micron 3.4” 1.5” Stainless steel 420 Stainless .5 — • $18.00 (micron) 33
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For updates and even more information, visit us at:

www.sogknives.com

6521 212th St. SW • Lynnwood, WA 98036 
425-771-6230 • 888-405-6433 • FAX 425-771-7689

© 2007 SOG Specialty Knives & Tools, Inc.

SOG reserves the right to alter and change, without notice,  
knife and tool specifications, information, and pricing.

All SOG Specialty Knives & Tools, Inc. products are intended to be  
used according to local, state, and federal laws and ordinances in your area.

To become an official SOG dealer, contact us at:
sogsales@sogknives.com or call 888-405-6433
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